Kinematics of the Shoulder Joint
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Summary

This article presents the progress that has been made over the last past years in the understanding of shoulder kinematics. Dedicated patient-specific measurement techniques offer novel insights into the analysis of shoulder pathologies and open new horizons leading to improvement in comprehension and different treatments.
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Introduction

Shoulder function is the result of the complex interplay of the osseous, ligamentar, capsular and muscular structures of the shoulder girdle. Measuring the dynamic in vivo shoulder kinematics is crucial to better understand numerous pathologies, but remains a challenging problem due to its complicated anatomy, large range of motion and fast movements.

Various techniques for the measurement of in vivo scapular kinematics, including goniometer, radiography, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), fluoroscopy and cutaneous marker-based methods (inertial sensors, electromagnetic or optoelectronic systems) are available. Unfortunately, the motion of the shoulder joints can hardly be explored with standard MRI or Computed Tomography (CT) because of the confined area of measurement and because with neither MRI nor CT it is possible to measure continuous dynamic motion. Fluoroscopy-based measurements provide sufficient accuracy for dynamic shoulder analysis, but use ionizing radiation. Intra-operative observations have been performed but remain limited by slow motion. Cutaneous marker-based methods are subject to inaccuracies due to the non-rigid markers placement on the skin resulting in soft tissue artefacts.

Nevertheless, the latter have been more studied and are the most used techniques for the measurement of scapular motion in the laboratory setting. Despite such efforts, no particular focus has been made in previous works on the precise description of glenohumeral kinematics. In particular, none of the current cutaneous markers-based techniques have reported translation values at the glenohumeral joint. This information is crucial to assess glenohumeral instability and to understand many motion-related disorders (e.g., shoulder impingement). One reason that might explain this void is that
current techniques either concentrate their efforts on the analysis of single shoulder bone (scapula) or focus on the description of humeral motion relative to the thorax rather than to its proximal bone. Yet, the present authors do believe it is important to consider the contribution of each bone in the estimation of glenohumeral kinematics by taking into account the whole kinematic chain of the shoulder complex from the thorax to the humerus through the clavicle and scapula, as it could globally help reduce soft tissue artefact errors.

Figure 1: 3D reconstruction of the shoulder joints from MRI showing the bone coordinate systems [23] and the markers setup (small colored spheres).

We recently proposed a new measurement technique combining optical motion capture and 3D anatomical modelling from MRI. We developed a biomechanical model [1,2] based on a patient-specific kinematic chain using the shoulder 3D models reconstructed from patient’s MRI data (Figure 1). Shoulder kinematics is then computed from the markers trajectories using a global optimization algorithm with loose constraints on joint translations. As a result, the motion of patient’s shoulder 3D models can be visualized at each point of the movement (Figure 2). The accuracy of the model for glenohumeral orientation is within 4° for each anatomical plane and within 3 mm for glenohumeral translation [1,2], which has proven accross the different
studies carried out so far to be acceptable for clinical use in the study of shoulder pathology.

Figure 2: Example of kinematic animation of the shoulder joints during empty-can abduction.

**Actual researches**

*Impingements and instability*

Shoulder pain and injury are common, with a prevalence of 50% for certain age categories. The precise cause for these pains remains unclear, but it is believed to be the result of different factors (e.g., impingements (Gilles Walch’s and Christopher Jobe’s theories), anterior dynamic (Frank Jobe’s theory) and posterosuperior static glenohumeral (Stephen Burkhart’s theory) instability, scapular orientation, etc.).

A patient with an internal impingement will be treated differently if the etiology is a posteroinferior capsular contracture with resulting glenohumeral internal rotation deficit (which generally responds positively to a compliant posteroinferior capsular stretching program or to an arthroscopic selective posteroinferior capsulotomy and concomitant partial articular sided tendon avulsion (SLAP) lesion repair) [3] or a repetitive contact of the undersurface of the rotator cuff on the posterosuperior glenoid labrum (that can respond to debridement, glenoidplasty or derotational humeral osteotomy) [4-6].
Our research [7] has demonstrated that repetitive glenohumeral contact and hyperabduction could be the cause of posterior and posterosuperior labral lesions, as well as PASTA lesions of the posterosuperior cuff [8,9]. Indeed, as other authors [10], we have not been able to confirm the role in the impingement development relative to other culprits such as 1) static posterosuperior instability of glenohumeral contact point leading to torsional overload [3], or 2) anteroinferior instability due to gradual repetitive stretching of the anterior capsuloligamentous structures [11,12]. Our treatment paradigm has consequently changed and we nowadays promote more glenoidplasty rather than other surgical techniques.

One external impingement type is the subacromial impingement of the rotator cuff between the anterior acromion [13] or lateral acromion [14]. During abduction, we observed superior translation of the humeral head in relation to the glenoid, followed by inferior translation beyond 65°. Such superior and inferior translation confirmed previous observations [15,16]. Consequently, subacromial space decreased down to 65° and then increased progressively. Hence, anterior [13] and lateral [14] impingement could occur at the beginning of abduction [7] and not at or above 90° as previously believed [17].

We also evaluated dynamic posterior humeral head instability in relation to the glenoid during flexion [7]. A hypothesis for the development of posterior static subluxation described by Walch et al. [18] could be posterior subluxation during normal anterior elevation. At rest, the humeral head was slightly anteriorly translated. When forward flexion began, slight posterior translation was noted until 70° during normal anterior elevation. There was no posterior subluxation at any degree of flexion. Therefore, since no dynamic or physiologic posterior instability was observed, it is probably not responsible (at term) for static instability without hyperlaxity [7].
In presence of a rotator cuff lesion, articular cartilage pathology or instability, recommendations for design of a shoulder strength training protocol aim at avoiding or minimizing subacromial impingement, stress on the articular cartilages or labrum and excessive tendon elongation of the rotator cuff. Unfortunately, very limited objective data is at disposal to emit such recommendations. We hence assessed in another study the impact of the most common shoulder rehabilitation exercises (targeting 11 most frequently trained shoulder muscles or muscle groups) on subacromial space height, articular cartilages and labrum compression, and rotator cuff elongation. For each exercise, computer simulations [19,20] were performed using motion captured data (Figure 3). Results showed important variations in subacromial space height, cartilages and labrum compression and tendon elongation according to the type of strengthening exercise. This led us to classify those exercises and to better target the rehabilitation program according to the patient’s pathology.

Finally, other studies concerning instability are currently under investigation thanks to our novel patient-specific measurement technique. For example, we still do not know if our shoulder stabilizations actually stabilize the joint or if they just prevent new episodes of dislocation. Indeed, a significant number of patients still experience apprehension after surgery. Even if other causes of persistent apprehension exits, such as brain sequelae that has recently been evoked [21,22], recurrent excessive anteroposterior translation could be another explanation. Such potential cause is under evaluation with our biomechanical shoulder model.

**Future development**

These original methods open new horizons allowing, for instance, to better plan surgeries. A typical workflow would be to use the pre-operative radiological images
(MRI or CT scans) and to perform a 3D reconstruction of the patient's shoulder. Then, the 3D models could be simulated using a generic motion database of everyday activities in order to detect any abnormalities during motion. Moreover, the dynamic 3D simulations could assist surgeons by providing precise information on the surgical procedure to be executed (e.g., exact location and amount of the bone resection).

Figure 3: A) Visualization of the cartilage stress distribution during motion (red color = maximum compression). B) Visualization of the humero-acromial distance during motion (red color = minimum distance) for the evaluation of subacromial space height. C) Rotator cuff simulation (warm colors = elongation, cold colors = compression).

Other applications of these 3D technologies would be the development of software that will guide and help patients during shoulder rehabilitation. We will investigate the use of motion capture combined with interactive audiovisual feedback (e.g., virtual coach) to support rehabilitation training with rewarding mechanisms (gamification) and reliable monitoring of patient's progress. The visual display could be standard monitors (TV or projection), or more immersive technologies such as virtual reality headsets (e.g.,
Oculus Rift, Oculus VR, https://www.oculus.com/en-us/), which could help patients forgetting their pain and increasing their motivation to adhere to their treatment.

**Conclusion**

Shoulder motion requires precise synchronous sequencing of the entire body. It is only by understanding the normal pattern of motion and muscle firing that an appreciation of potentially injurious deviations be realized. Recently published studies show that non-invasive, dynamic and in vivo techniques of evaluation, such as the combination of 3D anatomical models with motion capture, can provide valuable kinematic data at the glenohumeral joint. These technologies offer novel insights into the analysis of shoulder pathology and dysfunction leading to improvement in comprehension, and will consequently assist the clinician in successful diagnosis, treatment and prevention.
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